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The mass defect of the strange stars has been studied in the present work. The 
strange quark matter with minimal energy consisted of u, d, s quarks and electrons 
was observed in the framework of the bag model. For certain values of the bag 
parameters the integral parameters for three models of the strange stars with 
maximal masses twice exceeding sun mass were obtained depending on central 
density. The dependencies of inner energy Ein and bond energy Δ2M on total mass 
M for data of the strange star models were presented. It was shown that the 
packing coefficient of strange stars consisted of strange quark matter is 
significantly higher than the analogous one of neutron stars. 
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Introduction. The strange quark matter is in more bound state than the 

matter in atomic nuclei [1, 2]. In the present work the bag model elaborated in 
Massachusetts Technological Institute [3] is accepted for the quark matter, which 
depends on three phenomenological constants: the bag constant B (vacuum 
pressure), the quark-gluon interaction constant c and the strange quark masses ms. 
We have observed three models of the strange stars corresponding to three groups 
of the bag parameters:  

I. 348 / , 150 , 0.50;s cB MeV f m MeV a    
II. 346 / , 175 , 0.05;s cB MeV f m MeV a    
III. 344 / , 200 , 0.60.s cB MeV f m MeV a     
For the first two models the curve of average energy per baryon has a 

negative minimum min 0   at the certain value of concentration of baryons: 

minI. 19.5 ,MeV   min 0/ 1.56;n n   minII. 80.9 ,MeV   min 0/ 1.61,n n   where 
3

0 0.15n f   is the nuclear density. It indicates that for such values of the bag 
parameters the quark matter may be in self-bounded state and the possibility of 
existence of the self-confined stars so called “strange stars” appears [4]. Main 
properties and structure of the strange stars were examined in [5–7]. For the third 
model the curve of average energy has a positive minimum min( 0.74 ,MeV    
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min 0/ 1.49)n n  . Configurations corresponding to this case are accepted to call 
“hybrid stars” [8, 9]. They have a nucleus consisted of the strange quark matter, 
where the main mass of star is accumulated, and a crust consisted of the matter     
of neutron stars.  

Integrating systems of relativistic equations of star equilibrium (TOV equations) 
[10, 11], for wide group of the quark bag parameters depending on central    
density [12] as well as for quark configurations the mass of which is equal to the 
mass of pulsars measured from observations with big precision [13–16],              
the integral parameters of strange stars with maximal mass, which twice exceeds 
Solar mass, were presented. 

Calculation and Results. In the present work the mass defect of above 
mentioned quark configurations has been studied. For this goal the physical 
meanings of the total gravitation mass M, the rest mass M0 and the own mass Mp 
were discussed that are necessary for defect calculation of the super-dense star 
mass. Depending on value of the central density energy ρc values of star radius 

( ( ) 0,R P R  P-pressure and gravitation mass M  were calculated: 
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were n  is concentration of baryons, exp( )  is radical component of matrix tensor 
[9, 10],   is density of energy 2

0 0(1 / ),m c     0 0m n   is the rest mass 
density, 0 56(Fe ) / 56.m M  It should be mentioned that 0 0 ,M m B  where B  is the 
total number of baryons in equilibrium configuration. 

The difference pM M  in non-relative boundary determines the gravitation 
energy: 
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but the difference 0M M  determines a sum of gravitation and inner energies 

2 2
0 / / ,in GM M E c E c    where  2

0
4 .

R

inE n r d r    

The star total mass M  is not equal to the sum of masses of its volume 
elements pM  and .pM M  The difference of 1 pM M M    is called total 
gravitation defect of mass and the relation of 1 1 /a M M   is the gravitation packing 
coefficient. In the common case 1a  characterizes a relation of gravitation energy to 
total one. The difference of 2 0M M M    is called non total or simply defect of 
mass (bond energy). The packing coefficient 2 2 0/a M M   shows a total part of 
energy per baryon in the common case, which is released at star formation. 
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Model ρc,  
1014 g/cm3 

ρs,  
1014 g/cm3 R, km Mmax , M

 M0, M
 Mp, M

 a1 a2 

I 19.2 3.8 11.17 2.023 2.473 2.567 0.268 0.182 
II 18.67 3.65 11.29 2.022 2.643 2.556 0.264 0.235 
III 18.9 3.64 11.25 2.016 2.404 2.551 0.265 0.161 
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Fig. 1. The dependence of inner energy Ein of observed models on gravitation mass M. 
 
Values of central density c , density on surface s , radius R , total mass ,M  

rest mass 0M , own mass pM , gravitation packing coefficient 1a  and packing 

coefficient 2a  are presented in the Table for observed models of configurations 
with maximal mass. For the III model these values are presented for quark nucleus. 
The dependence of inner   energy 0in pE M M   of observed models on gravi-
tation mass M  is presented on Fig. 1. 

It is obvious from Fig. 1, that for the second model all stable configurations 
have a negative minimum 0pM M  due to the high values of negative minimum 
of the average energy per baryon. For the I model due to the small values of 
negative minimum of the average energy per baryon the inner energy ( 0)inE   
becomes positive until the reaching of maximal masses at 1.79 .M M  For the III 
model the inner energy has positive sign for all configurations. 

The dependence of values of a1 coefficient on lg c  for three models of 
strange stars is plotted on Fig. 2, a. It should be mentioned that the maximal values 
of the gravitation packing coefficient for the three models are the following: 

1max 0.299a   for the I model, 0.297 for the II model, 0.298 for the III model.        
It concerns to those configurations, the central densities of which are higher 
compared to them in corresponding point of stability loss. It means that in reality 
the existing configurations (stable configurations) have small values of 1.a  

/M M  

/inE M  
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The dependence of values of 2a coefficient on lg c  for three models of stars 
is presented on Fig. 2, b. It is obvious from Figure, that maximal values of the 
packing coefficient 2a  are achieved in the case of configuration with maximal 
masses. The following values are obtained from the calculations: 2max 0.182a   for 
the I model, 0.235 for the II model and 0.161 for the III model. It should be also 
noted that for all three models the mass defect has a positive sign 2 0.M   
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Fig. 2. Dependence of the gravitation packing coefficient a1 (a) and a2 (b) on lg ρc 

for three models of strange stars. 
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Fig. 3.  Dependence of bound energy 2M  on  
total mass M  for three models of strange stars. 

 
The dependence of the mass defect 2M  on M mass for the observed three 

models is presented on Fig. 3. It should be mentioned that the defect of mass of 
configurations with maximal masses for our chosen models has the following 
values: 2 / 0.450; 0.621; 0.388M M   respectively. 

Conclusion. It is concluded from the calculations that for the certain values 
of group of phenomenological parameters of the bag, the maximal masses                  
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are obtained that are twice higher from the Sun mass: max 2M M  . The values of          
the total gravitation defect of mass 1M  for three chosen models 

1( / ~ 0.534 0.544)M M   were calculated. It was shown that the bond energy of 
strange stars consisted of strange quark matter per baryon is significantly higher 
compared to the analogous one of neutron stars.  
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